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You love repetitive low skill one-button shooters? You don’t bother with Character progression and tactical decisions, your RNG
is great anyway? Enjoy using the same few 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows XP SP3, Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Celeron G1820 2.7 GHz / AMD FX 8320 3.5 GHz
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The Weapons System in Synthetik : Hey everyone! Want to learn more about the weapon systems in SYNTHETIK? Then check
our new weapons page, where you can learn more about the gunplay, weapons, variants and more! Synthetik Weapons
[www.synthetikgame.com] As always, be sure to follow us on Twitter and Facebook [www.facebook.com] , as well as joining us
on Discord [discord.gg] for some friendly banter and development updates.. Artefact UPDATE 14! : ARTEFACTS &
CHESTS. SYNTHETIK Release Date, Price and New Trailer! : Hey everyone, Welcome to the SYNTHETIK Steam Page!
We've come a long way since the initial Greenlight Campaign and we're delighted to finally have our store page up and running.
Over the last several months, weve developed the game vigorously with the fantastic help of the itch.io community, refining the
gameplay and fleshing out the content. Were quite pleased with the progress weve made and feel that were very close to
completion of the release candidate. So, today, it gives us great pleasure to announce that SYNTHETIK will be launching on
Steam and itch.io on March 15th, 2018 ! Over the next few weeks, we'll be wrapping up the remaining development milestones
and will be adding the finishing touches to the game, including controller support, more bosses, Steam Achievements
integration, and more. At launch, SYNTHETIK will be priced at $14.99/14.99/10.99 , though we'll be launching with a 10%
discount for anyone who purchases during the first week. For a sneak peak of whats to come, check out our new release trailer:
We're super excited and can't wait to share the full game with you on launch day. Be sure to follow us on Twitter and Facebook
[www.facebook.com] to keep up to date with the latest about SYNTHETIK as we continue developing for the launch. You can
also chat with us via Discord [discord.gg] ! Until next time! Erik & Alex. Patch 12.2 : Hey everyone! Hope you had a great
weekend battle the Machine Legion! Weve rolled out patch 12.2, which addresses a number of issues. You can find the full
details of the patch below.. Patch 12.3 & Last Chance for SYNTHETIK Launch Discount : Hey everyone, Its been nearly a
week since weve launched SYNTHETIK and we must say, the response thus far has been absolutely amazing. With close to 200
reviews on Steam, the feedback has been overwhelming positive and were delighted that so many of you are having a fantastic
time with SYNTHETIK.. LEGION RISING Released! : Welcome to SYNTHETIK: Legion Rising! We just released the free
expansion which will upgrade your core game experience massively and will enable you to employ a greater variety of ruthless
combat strategies. Expect to encounter new enemies, brutal boss fights, 8 new class specializations , many new weapons and
items, new music, many general improvementsand five more supported languages! Click below for the full Patchnotes!
[www.synthetikgame.com] Oh and there will also be Steam Trading cards, Badges and Backgrounds coming in the next days
which you can get by playing! And in case you want to further support us, you can check out the new Supporter pack here and
fill out the Legion Rising survey on the forums :) We hope you enjoy Legion rising, let us know what you think on the forums
and report the leftover issues you find on the forums! Have fun! - Eric, Alex & Karl. Synthetik: ARENA is out! : Hey everyone,
Arena is finally out! Synthetik: ARENA is a standalone expansion for Synthetik: Legion Rising Arena offers 5 new challenges
in varied maps on shorter play sessions. The Standalone version is free and perfect to get a friend into the game! All progress
made in the Arena Standalone also works in Legion Rising! You can also get the "Arena Upgrade" to unlock all the new Arena
Gear for Legion Rising as well ( 10 New Weapons! ) and play Arena straight in Legion Rising.
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